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Users of social media and virtual worlds face 
unique copyright challenges 

  What does copyright mean, exactly? 
  Content creators are granted exclusive rights over their works: 

  Reproduction 
  Distribution 
  Derivation 
  Public performance 
  Public display 

  Why does this create challenges on the internet? 
  Transmission of content on the internet, especially on social media 

sites and virtual worlds, requires reproduction, distribution, 
derivation, public performance, and public display of copyrighted 
works. 

  Most of this transmission is permitted. Some is not. 



Copyright and Terms of Use
  Terms of use agreements are contracts, and contract law 

governs them. 
  Users must be aware of the terms of use to be bound by 

them. 
  The best terms of use presentation is a mandatory, non-

leaky click-through. 
  The use of a website alone can form a binding agreement, 

but only if the user has actual knowledge that the site's 
Terms and Conditions provide for such a binding 
contract. 
   Terms of Use must be displayed on the website in a way in 

which a reasonable user could be expected to notice them to 
be enforceable.  



Modification of Terms of Use 
  Courts repeatedly reject unilateral contract 

amendments. 
  “Parties to a contract have no obligation to check the terms 

on a periodic basis to learn whether they have been changed 
by the other side. Indeed, a party can’t unilaterally change the 
terms of a contract; it must obtain the other party’s consent 
before doing so.” 

  Language in terms of use purporting to allow one side to 
change a policy at any time with or without notice is 
dangerous.  

  It risks invalidating the entire modified contract, which 
may include important provisions.  



What about Pinterest? 
  Pinterest’s copyright issues 

  Encourages users to “pin,” or attach, images they find on the web  
  Pinterest makes a copy of those images, does not just link 
  Business model encourages finding content on the web and sharing it 
  Site etiquette discourages self-promotion (e.g., pinning a user’s own 

content) 
  Pinterest’s terms of use 

  Require the user to have permission for any images posted on its site 
  Disclaim liability; require the user to indemnify and defend Pinterest 

for any claims of infringement that arise out of use of the site  
  Pinterest is not unique from a user’s perspective 

  Every social media site has terms of use that disclaim liability, require 
indemnification, and require permission for posting content. 

  Pinterest is unusual only because it may share liability. 



Individual Ownership Rights on Social 
Media Sites and in Virtual Worlds 

  Courts have held that “an individual has a personal right 
in information in his or her profile and inbox on a social 
networking site and his or her webmail inbox in the same 
way that an individual has a personal right in employment 
and bank records.” 

  In January, the Dutch Supreme Court held that despite an 
end user license from Runescape retaining all ownership 
of virtual property in the game, individual players have 
property rights in virtual objects.  

  In the United States, courts have acknowledged that 
registrants have a property right in domain names. 



Defending Copyright in Social Media & 
Virtual Worlds 

  Copyright litigation is expensive. 
  Copyright litigation may only be filed in federal court, is very time-

consuming, and costs thousands of dollars at minimum. 
  In the social media and virtual world environment, blog posts, images, 

and virtual goods may not have a high monetary value. 
  Even registration may cost more than the works are worth. 
  Costs to legislation deter owners from defending their works. 

  The DMCA helps, but doesn’t solve the problem. 
  The DMCA has procedures for takedowns and counter-notices of 

allegedly infringing content, but for individuals and small businesses, 
its greatest flaw is that it leads its parties to costly litigation. 

  Congress has asked the Copyright Office to study copyright 
small claims. Expect a report in 2013. 



What Can You Do? 
  If you’re creating content in social media / virtual worlds: 

  Register your copyrights if what you’re creating is important to you. 
  Consider using a Creative Commons license. 

  If you’re using other people’s content in social media / virtual 
worlds: 
  Get permission. You may already have that permission: e.g., if you’re 

using content that’s already on a site (such as Pinterest or Second 
Life), you’re protected by that site’s terms of use. 

  Use Creative Commons-licensed content. 
  Use images in the public domain. 
  If you’re infringing, take it down. 

  If you’re reading terms of use: 
  READ them. Don’t just scroll to the bottom. You’re forming a contract 

every time you click “Accept.” Find out what you’re giving away. 
  THINK about what sites can do with your content.  


